Sophos Endpoint Protection
Comprehensive protection for servers and
laptops across multiple platforms
Sophos Endpoint
Security and Control

Central Management

Anti-Virus

Client Firewall

Network Access Control

xx Centrally monitor and manage Windows, Mac, Unix, and
Linux systems from a single interface
xx Remotely install and update Anti-Virus and Client Firewall
xx At-a-glance view of security status across all computers on
the network
xx Enables streamlined policy creation and enforcement with
Sophos ActivePolicies™
xx Find computers via network find, IP/subnet, and Microsoft
Active Directory, to ensure consistent and rapid deployment
xx Synchronize with Active Directory to ensure that new
computers are automatically protected and security policies
are applied and enforced

xx Specifically designed for use within business IT
departments
xx Endpoints are protected from known and unknown
threats, including worms and hackers, with technologies
like port blocking
xx Highly customizable, very robust and location-aware
xx Enables security administrators to simultaneously protect
desktops, laptops and roaming users
xx Proactive to protect against application hijacking and
impersonation
xx Intrusion prevented by hiding endpoints from hackers

xx Fast and low-impact to enduser systems, enabling updates to
be checked for, downloaded and installed every 5 minutes
without negatively affecting client performance
xx Decision Caching™ technology intercepts and scans only files
that have changed since they were last accessed, improving the
performance of endpoint scans
xx SophosLabs™, a global network of researchers that leverage
detection technologies to identify threats and protect
businesses from emerging threats before they infect end-users
use spam traps, unprotected computers, and relationships with
search engines, to continuously identify, analyze, and combat
malware and data leakage threats

xx Built right into the product, doesn’t require additional
licenses or add-ons
xx Assesses endpoint health to determine if device should be
allowed to access the network
xx Already setup with default policies to check if the endpoint
system’s anti-virus is enabled and firewall protection is
active and up-to-date, and whether the machine is centrally
managed with Sophos or not
xx Agent can check and see if the client’s Windows operating
system has required service packs installed, and Microsoft/
Windows Update enabled as a requirement

Endpoint Security and
Data Protection
Sophos Endpoint Security and Data
Protection includes all the features in
Sophos Endpoint Security and Control,
but adds a layer of data protection with
the additional features listed below.

Device & Port Control

xx Ensures consistent security policies by extending
enforcement to removable storage devices
xx Simplifies device control deployment, with integration into
unified detection engine
xx Eliminates need for additional point products
xx Establish different policies for different groups
xx Granular visibility of PC ports, including FireWire,
PCMCIA, Wi-Fi, and USB
xx Tamper-resistant and virtually impossible to circumvent,
disable, or uninstall

Application Control

xx Prevent and control usage of authorized and unauthorized
software like: file sharing, tool bars, instant messaging,
distributed computing, games, Voice over IP, and other PUAs
(potentially-unwanted applications)
xx Reduces security, legal, support and productivity risks
xx Allow different policies for different groups
xx Database of applications kept up to date by SophosLabs for
new applications and write detections
xx Expands to control good software in addition to bad software
xx Integrates with unified detection engine

SafeGuard Disk
Encryption

xx Protect against data leakages that occur with a full disk encryption solution
xx Pre-boot authentication for full protection of files on hard disks
xx Configured via a wizard for easy implementation and enforcement, integrating with
your existing data security policy
xx Installation can be pushed out throughout the network via the deployment tool, and
requires no user intervention
xx Users can continue to work during the initial encryption task
xx No training for end-users is needed, and no impact on day-to-day productivity
xx Users are not required to provide another login when starting up their PCs, using a
single sign-on to the operating system to provide access to data
xx When users forget their password, there is a recovery process that administrators can
utilize to retrieve and reset passwords without having to reformat the entire disk.

A Valued Partner

As a Sophos partner, North American Systems is qualified to provide the full range of
their security products. Our extensive experience in the IT industry lead us to partner
with Sophos because:
xx the 24x7 technical support that comes standard with their products puts you in
contact with an actual Sophos employee at the first point of contact
xx simplified licensing bundles a number of features into a single product, eliminating the
need to purchase point products to address various security holes
xx their product enables seamless management of security across multiple platforms and
operating systems from a single interface
Contact us to find out more; we can help you size and price out a security solution that
fits your needs, and help you can migrate to this new product with minimal disruption.
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